KADS Committee COVID19 Meeting
Tuesday 01.09.20
Virtual Meeting due to COVID19
Attendees: LT, EW, RS, JB, CC, MG, MD, DD, KD, KH
Apologies: ET, SRD
BDL League/XC
BDL would like clubs to give input for the BDL League. There is a desire to race, but
practicalities are against clubs/hosts. The League will struggle to be able to control things in the
same way that organised races can.
Options:
1 race in March as a mini league
Virtual race on set courses
League races held in staggered start times
Alternative is to cancel the league for this season.
It is a big task for any host club to organise. Committee view is to say to not have a league this
race, but reevaluate in December for the rest of the season.

Moving Forward/KLC/Run Leaders
Chris has written most of the action plan and there are some elements that he still needs to iron
out - these are track and trace and communication. He is concerned about Data Protection and
would need some help and extra input inthe policy elements of this.
The Run Together App can be used for the track and trace element.
Chris asked if the rest of the club would need to know if someone tested positive that had
attended a session. This would be against Data Protection - if someone does test positive, other
session attendees would be told ‘someone on this course has tested positive’ and wouldn’t
identify the person.
Non-members are allowed to join in the sessions on a trial as they would be given the Run
Together link to book on.

There was discussion over the numbers allowed for lead runs as different committee members
had different views on this. We would need to accommodate for members that don’t feel
comfortable in bigger groups so that we remain an inclusive club.
4 sessions are on this week for 6 people each session. Could look at going to 12 members from
next week if policies are in place. Provisionally from 16th Sept, if not before. It would need to be
advertised clearly that the groups would be 12.
Rach asked what members need to do in advance of this - Health questionnaires need to be up
to date but the Run Together App can be used for this according to EA guidance. This is part of
members profiles.
A dummy guide for how to use the Run Together App would be a good idea to show members
how to do it.

Additional Run Leaders
There is funding for additional run leaders, but there isn’t any interest from members. The
question could be asked again to see if the stance has changed as sessions have started and
can see what it is like.
There would be some sort of expectation from the club as it would be a club funded role and this
would be made clear to the member before the course.
Robin Hood Replacement Run
A poll was put on facebook to see what members wanted. 19 members said that they would like
something to be put on for the half marathon, 2 for the full and 14 for nothing.
There could be 3 sessions put on Run Together for people to book onto, but would need run
leaders. The route could also be published for people to follow and to state to not turn up at the
session start times to avoid going over numbers. 9am, 9.30 and 10 for the sessions.
Concerns
Any future concerns from members are to go via Welfare Officer for consistency going forward.

Meet the Committee
After C25K decision, we had a meet the committee evening at IKEA. Rachelle wanted to know if
it would be worth having another virtual one and having an open session for members to attend.
Rachelle is happy to set this up - she will gauge availability of committee members too.

Agenda Item
AGM needs to be thought of -to be discussed next meeting

Next meeting
15th Sept

